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Abstract—In remote sensing multi-temporal images are used for assorted type of analysis. The image which is taken by satellite or airborne
sensors is affected by atmosphere, so the reflected solar radiation of the image is not actual. Image with incorrect reflectance has no means. Such
kind of image need to be corrected before usage. Image comprises of list of values, which needs to undergo this correction process. Existing
paradigm provides a means to correct a single reflectance value at a time. Thus, for a list of values, this correction process is cumbersome and
tedious. This paper presents a paradigm which allows to correct atmospheric correction of satellite signal for single as well as multiple
reflectance values using S3 (Satellite Signal Simulator).
Keywords - 6S, Atmospheric Correction, Multiple Reflectance.
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I.INTRODUCTION
For the development of new techniques or validating studies
related to land cover dynamics remotely sensed images are
useful. The imagery taken by satellites are mainly altered by
the atmospheric particles due to absorption and scattering of
the earth surfaces’ radiation. Remotely sensed data is
available with errors, so its utilization requires preprocessing[1]. These pre-processing comprises of removal
of radiometric and geometric errors. In radiometric errors
removal phase, after removing band and band level errors
atmospheric errors are removed. The process of removing
the effect of atmosphere from the remotely sensed data is
called as Atmospheric correction.Atmospheric correction is
used for retrieving the surface properties from remotely
sensed data accurately after removing effects of
atmosphere[2][3]. Atmospheric correction improves
accuracy of image classification[4]. The radiative transfer
model is utilized for examining clouds, other atmospheric
components or surface features in the 3D radiative ﬁeld as
an analytic apparatus[5]. Various atmospheric corrections
models based on radiative transfer code are available in
market for example 6S[6], MODTRAN[7], COST,
LOWTRAN [7], RCS, DOS simplified method for
atmospheric correction (SMAC) [8].
The Second Simulation of the Satellite Signal in
the Solar Spectrum (6S) is a Radiative Transfer Model
widely used by remote sensing community[9][10], a highly
accurate radiative transfer code, for a wide range of
atmospheric conditions ) [8]. 6S was originally developed
by a team led by Eric Vermote.In order to admonish natural
hazards such as droughts,derivation of vegetation indices
from satellite imageryby considering hydrometeorological
data is of utmost importance.In its comparison even though

SMAC is 3000 time faster in processing SEVIRI scene it
was found to error prone under vivid atmospheric conditions
[8]. Jeffery and Alex introduced two solutionsfor radiative
transfer problem. First solution was in from of Streamer tool
capable of deriving radiance at surface leveland within
atmosphere. This tool is used for developing remote-sensing
algorithms. Second tool is FluxNet, it uses neural
networkfor correction surface radiance [11].Atmospheric
effects on satellite imagery must be eradicated before
deriving any vegetation indices [12]. In case of a need for a
speedy correction with relatively correct results, the 6S
modelling procedure with minimum input can be
employed[4].
The system presented in this paper is basedon
windows platform for retrieving true surface reflectance
values of earth surface from remotely sensed satellite image.
Correction of Multiple reflectance values are useful for
producing Lookup Table. This lookup table is further useful
for the correction of satellite image. From this lookup table
we can correct any pixel value within no time.
II. METHODOLOGY
For atmospheric correction of satellite data, the 6S model
needs parameters for atmospheric conditions, geometrical
conditions, target and sensor altitude, spectral condition,
ground reflectance etc.
With the existing system the user needs to create an
Input file containing these parameters for atmospheric
correction. Input parameter consist of information pertaining
to Atmospheric Profile (atmospheric model type, radiosonde
measurements, amount of water vapour and ozone), Aerosol
Profiles, Ground Reflectance, Geometries, Altitudes,
Wavelengths,
Atmospheric
Corrections[13].During
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calculation of single reflectance value, based on these input
parameters output put file is generated. Users’ can use a
latest version of web based 6S calculator for rectifying
radiance value free. But it is limited to single value and
session [14]. GRASS also provide inbuilt utility for
atmospheric correction which ultimately uses 6S in
background.
In normal scenario as per the available options for
calculating atmospheric correction for a range/list of
reflectance value, above process should be repeated for each
single reflectance value. Thus, for multiple reflectance
values user needs to do manually editing of the input file
and for each reflectance value user must repeat this process
which is time consuming, error proneand tedious process.
For atmospheric correction of a satellite image the user takes
unique reflectance values of an image and follow the abovementioned procedure. Online facility is avail for deriving
single reflectance value which is comparatively slower
depending upon connectivity and speed of internet.
The S3 is an interface to 6S. It is developed using DOTNET
ambiance by using C# language. This system is standalone
and doesn’t require internet connection. A standalone
window-based system provided easy user interface for
calculation of reflectance value for single, multiple or range
and even for image. It uses 6S V1.1 executable component.
For the processing of a satellite image it uses GDAL
libraries. It allows users to run 6S simulations by interactive
graphical user interface rather than dealing with cryptic 6S
input and output files.
Procedure for generating Lookup Table
• Collect all the values for important parameters
which are used for correction of image.
• Now considering these parameters iterate over all
the values of an image i.e. reflectance values.
• Now for all possible combination we have
atmospherically corrected reflectance.
• Update image vector or store it into a table along
with parameters for future reference[15].

Figure-1: Activity Diagram

The home screen or dashboard [Fig-2] of the system which
allows user to select Input parameter for which he/she needs
to enter or select some proposed standard condition or
define his/her own conditions. The sequence of selecting
section for data entry or selecting values for Input parameter
is not mandatory. User can enter it in any sequence, but all
the parameters are mandatory.

Figure 2 – Dashboard

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Activity Diagram
First step in activity diagram [Fig-1] indicates that it is
initiated by user by entering various parameters. Before
generating input file and extracting correct reflectance value
these parameters are validated. A new output file is created
to store correction. For correction of single reflectance value
process will end here. In case of correction of list/range of
reflectance value, corrected value will become part of
lookup table.

Figure 3 – Input values for Atmospheric correction or satellite
imagery
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• Correction of reflectance or radiance values for a
•

Figure4– Validated Input values for Atmospheric correction

In [Fig-3], user needs to select Signal parameter
conditions for which he/she needs atmospheric correction.
Based on selected condition system allows user to enter
values or to upload a file. After user stores valid values for
each input parameter of a section, it will be updated with
tick on it as shown in [Fig-4]. Now S3is ready and user can
start simulation.
Below [Fig-5] is the screen which shows output of
correction of multiple reflectance values for a given range of
surface reflectance values. There is also option available to
store this result in Excel file. By clicking on Export to Excel
button the result table will be saved into an Excel file.

Figure 5 – Validated Input values for Atmospheric correction

The presented system eliminates the process of
manually editing Input files and provides aoffline graphical
user interface to the 6S model. The system makes easier to
use 6S and adds new features:

•

The ability to run many simulations easily and
quickly.

•

The system provides following options for
atmospheric correction.

•

Correction of single reflectance or radiance value.

specific range given by the user.
Correction of the reflectance or radiance values
from an Excel sheet uploaded by the user.

IV. CONCLUSION
Compared to single value correction of Atmospheric
errorsin space borne remote sensing observations, multiple
value options, reduces time and efforts required to correct
satellite imagery.S3 is alightweight, standalone, userfriendly windows-based tool, itneither require an internet
connection for performing atmospheric correction nor even
extra software like GRASS. An additional utility or next
stage can be a corrected image based on 6S atmospheric
correction model, an ultimate result expectation for end
users.
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